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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Brooklyn, New York plays home to Belle-Noir Communications’
2nd Annual Curves and Cocktails Signature Event
New York, NY, 04/05/2010:

The creator of Belle-Noir Communications and Belle-Noir
Magazine, one of the first successful plus-size e-zines, is set to debut her 2nd Annual signature
event, “Curves and Cocktails: The Premiere Shopping Event for Women with Curves,” Saturday,
May 8, 2010 from 11AM to 5PM at the Dumbo Arts Center, 30 Washington Street, Brooklyn, NY.
Following the overwhelming response to Curves and Cocktails’ inception, Executive Producer,
Ms. Aja B. Stubbs is working on an even bigger shopping experience with new vendors and
some favorites from last year. Inspired by similar shopping and socializing event tours that take
place throughout the United States, Curves and Cocktails is a one stop shop for plus-size
consumers looking for plus-friendly vendors from jewelry, bath and body products to fashion.
Some of this year’s confirmed vendors include: Bravin Publishing, Queens Fashion Week
Headliner and Plus-Size fashion from Osun Designs, hand-crafted one of a kind jewelry from
GGX Jewels, Bahamian fashion designer Jaspher Knowles of Vintage House, bath and body
products from Naturally Me, adult products from America’s fastest growing sexy beauty and
lifestyle brands, Booty Parlor, jewelry designer, L'elephant Rose and many more to come.
Attendees will be able to shop while listening to the sounds of NYC’s own DJ Stealth and
sampling delectable treats courtesy of For Real Catering.
For more information or press inquiries, please contact: Renee D. Jennings:
reneejennings@rmediagroup.com or visit the official website at www.curvesandcocktails.com.
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Brooklyn, New York plays home to Belle-Noir Communications’ 2nd Annual
Curves & Cocktails Signature Event

About Curves and Cocktails
Curves and Cocktails is the premiere shopping and
socializing event for women with Curves. Founded by Ms.
Aja B. Stubbs in 2009, Curves and Cocktails allows plussize women to shop amongst vendors who are all plusfriendly and carry sizes 12-24 and beyond! Curves and
Cocktails is more than just shopping.
Guests find
themselves networking, enjoying the live music, sampling
tasty treats, scoring fabulous goodie bags and savoring the
overall unique social experience!

About Belle-Noir Communications
After four successful years as a bi-monthly online
magazine, Belle-Noir Magazine, founded by Aja B.
Stubbs, has transitioned to a blog format in an effort to
provide "bakery fresh" content to readers on a daily basis.
Belle-Noir Communications was formed in efforts to
promote the positive image of Big Beautiful Women of
Color through various empowering and plus friendly social
and media outlets. Belle-Noir’s goal is to support the work
and deeds of other individuals who promote size
acceptance, the positive portrayal of Big Beautiful
Women, and the positive portrayal of women of Color.
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